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ABSTRACT
Background: Visual inattention is common following right hemisphere stroke, with up 
to 80% of patients being affected. Visual inattention following stroke is linked to poorer 
outcomes. There is no clear evidence for how visual inattention should be treated in 
the hospital inpatient setting.

Objective: To explore the practical implications and possible benefits of using a visual 
scanning wall in a stroke rehabilitation unit as an assessment and treatment tool for 
visual inattention.

Methods: This proof-of-concept study recruited stroke survivors with visual inattention. 
Participants used the scanning wall for scanning training five days a week for two weeks. 
Assessments using the scanning wall and modified Albert’s test were conducted at 
baseline and at day 14. Both participants and staff delivering the training were asked 
to complete an acceptability questionnaire.

Results: All participants demonstrated an improvement in the number of pictures 
identified from baseline to day 14. There was a mean improvement of 9.20 (95% 
CI 4.77 to 13.63) in the 14 days. This is a statistically significant improvement in the 
scanning wall score between baseline line and day 14 (p = 0.01). All participants and 
staff reported the scanning wall as acceptable to use.

Conclusion: This proof-of-concept study has demonstrated the scanning wall could be 
used to assess for visual inattention in extra personal space. Also, it could be beneficial 
and is acceptable for the treatment of visual inattention within a hospital inpatient 
setting for acute stroke survivors.
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BACKGROUND

Currently more than 100,000 strokes occur a year in the 
UK. Two thirds of stroke survivors leave hospital with a 
disability, totalling an estimated cost of 26 billion pounds 
a year (Stroke Association 2022).

Visual inattention is an impairment in which individuals 
do not attend to visual stimuli or do not explore the 
visual half-space contralateral to the cerebral lesion. It 
can manifest in the individual peri personal (i.e. reaching 
distance) or extra personal (i.e. beyond reaching distance 
to far distance) (Halligan et al. 2003; Ten Brink et al. 2019; 
Van der Stoep et al. 2013). Visual inattention is linked to 
poorer outcomes for stroke patients and a large cause of 
disability (Fasotti & van Kessel 2013). Visual inattention is 
common in acute stroke survivors, with up to 82% of stroke 
survivors being affected (Hepworth et al. 2016). Visual 
inattention has been linked with increased risk of falls, 
longer length of stay and a reduced likelihood of returning 
home (Chen et al. 2015). An individual’s functional ability 
and independence is impacted by visual inattention 
and their ability to interact within their surrounding 
environment (Maxton et al. 2013). It is therefore critical 
that the presence of visual inattention is detected to allow 
timely therapy (Moore et al. 2022). The National Clinical 
Guidelines for Stroke recommend that visual inattention 
should be treated. However, current evidence does not 
support a particular rehabilitation method (Intercollegiate 
Stroke Working Party 2016; National Institute for Health 
and Clinical Excellence 2013). A recent Cochrane review 
assessed a wide variety of intervention options for spatial 
inattention, including visual inattention, but due to lack of 
high quality evidence the effectiveness of these remains 
unproven (Longley et al. 2021).

An international survey of clinical practice with 
regard to screening for spatial inattention analysed the 
responses of 454 stroke care professionals (Checketts et 
al. 2021). The most popular types of assessment were 
cognitive tasks such as line bisection and cancellations 
tasks, followed by functional assessment with a wide 
variety of specific assessment tasks included under these 
two categories (Checketts et al. 2021).

The limitation of using pen and paper cognitive 
screening tasks is that they are primarily assessing in 
an individual’s immediate peri personal space and do 
not address visual inattention in the wider environment, 
or in an individual’s extra personal space (Azouvi 2017; 
Butler et al. 2009). The European Academy of Neurology 
recommends the use of multiple pen and paper tasks 
in addition to a functional assessment, time permitting 
(Moore et al. 2022). The scanning wall was developed to 
provide a standardised screening assessment for extra 
personal visual inattention and fill the gap between pen 
and paper tasks and functional assessment.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore the 
practical implications and possible benefits of using a 
visual scanning wall in a stroke rehabilitation unit as an 
assessment and treatment tool for visual inattention.

METHODS

This was a prospective observational proof-of-concept 
study to explore the practical implications and possible 
benefits of using a therapy scanning wall. This was a new 
assessment and treatment innovated for use with stroke 
survivors with visual inattention whilst an inpatient.

Stroke survivors were recruited from a stroke unit at a 
district general hospital comprising eight acute and 20 
rehabilitation beds.

The therapy scanning wall was set-up in a quiet 
environment, minimising the influence of auditory stimulus. 
Wall stickers were used to create the wall. Pictures were 
positioned on a 2.7 m × 4 m wall (Figure 1). The centre point 
of the wall was marked with a small, red picture. The wall 
was divided into quadrants, representing the quadrants of 
the visual field. Each quadrant had the same number of 
pictures in each. The wall was further divided into three 
concentric circles with the same number of pictures in 
each. These were carefully measured to ensure a standard 
distance from the centre of the circle. Participants were 
positioned at a distance of 2.5 metres from the wall in line 
with the centre. The wall therefore spanned 77.3° of the 
visual field horizontally and 61.6° vertically.

Figure 1 Picture of the therapy scanning wall as seen in person (a) and with outlay of positioning (b).
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Adults (≥18 years old) admitted with an acute clinical 
or radiological diagnosis of stroke and identified to have 
visual inattention during therapy assessment, with an 
expectation of an inpatient stay of at least two weeks, 
were considered for inclusion. Stroke survivors who were 
medically unfit, had previous deficits in vision, cognitive 
deficits or expressive/ receptive language difficulties 
which impacted on their ability to participate, or did not 
speak/read English adequately, were excluded. Ability 
to participate was determined from the occupational 
therapy and speech and language therapy assessments.

This study was undertaken in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki with UK NHS research ethics 
approval (REC 20/YH/0075). Written informed consent was 
obtained prior to participation. All stroke survivors received 
standard care, with study participants receiving additional 
assessment and therapy using the scanning wall.

Demographic information including age, sex, type 
of stroke, laterality of stroke and National Institute 
of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) on admission were 
recorded. The NIHSS score is widely used to demonstrate 
severity of stroke, ranging from 0–42 with a higher 
number indicating a greater stroke severity. At baseline, 
participants completed the modified Albert’s test, 
which is commonly used at the bedside to assess visual 
inattention (Zeltzer & Menon 2010). The maximum score 
for the modified Albert’s test is 40 and the maximum 
score for the scanning wall is 30. A higher number 
indicated the identification of more lines or pictures, and 
therefore less effected by visual inattention.

During the baseline, assessment participants were read 
a brief instruction before entering into the room where 
the scanning wall was situated. A chair for the participant 
was set at 2.5 m away, directly facing the middle of the 
wall. The therapist sat directly behind the participant, so 
not to influence scanning from visual or auditory cues. 
The participant was asked to name all of the individual 
pictures they could see. Participants were assessed 
using the wall with a standard script, so all participants 
received standardised information and prompts for the 
assessment. The results were recorded by marking the 
pictures named on a paper recording sheet, computer 
generated from a picture of the therapy scanning wall 
(Figure 2). Observations were also recorded to note how the 
participant carried out the task such as head movements.

Following the baseline assessment, participants had 
treatment sessions using the scanning wall five days 
a week for two weeks, with sessions lasting up to 20 
minutes. During treatment sessions, encouragement was 
given to scan through verbal prompts. For example, ‘the 
tree is in the middle of the wall’ was used to prompt them 
past midline. If they were unable to see the pictures by 
scanning initially, they were prompted to identify from 
one picture to the next. This was to break down the task, 
so they only needed to scan a short distance, to the next 
picture, one at a time. Participants were asked questions 

about pictures on the scanning wall, such as ‘how many 
birds can you see’? and ‘what colour is the helicopter’? The 
participants were allowed to move around the room or 
were assisted in wheel chairs to view the wall from their 
unaffected sides and interact with the wall to aid learning 
what the pictures were and where on the wall they were 
located.

The wall assessment and modified Albert’s test were 
both repeated 14 days after the baseline assessment.

An acceptability questionnaire was given to all 
participants on day 14 and also to the treating therapist 
at the end of the study. The questionnaire aimed to 
explore perceived benefit, ease of use and duration of the 
treatment sessions.

RESULTS

Twenty-two stroke survivors were screened following 
referral by the therapy team. Twelve were excluded 
due to cognitive deficits not allowing them to meet 
the inclusion criteria. A total of 10 stroke survivors with 
visual inattention were recruited over a 12-month period 
from a single site. All participants completed the 14-day 
intervention with no loss to follow up.

The demographics of all recruited participants are 
outlined in Table 1. Of those recruited, six were female 
and four were male. The mean age was 69.4 years (SD 
14.8). Seven strokes were caused by infarction and three 
by haemorrhage, all within the right cerebral hemisphere. 
The mean NIHSS score on admission was 9.3 (SD 4.7), 
indicating moderate/severe stroke (Kogan et al. 2020).

Table 2 summarises qualitive observations of how the 
participants identified the pictures at baseline and the 
final session on day 14. Some participants improved by 
appearing to learn and remember where pictures were 
and therefore scanned until they found them.

Initial observation themes were lack of awareness, 
and therefore unable to scan, and sporadic naming of 
pictures. Themes for the final observation were that 
participants strategically scanned from right to left to 

Figure 2 Example of paper recording sheet for the scanning wall.
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ensure they did not miss pictures, were aware of the 
tree as the centre point and demonstrated learning 
from previous sessions by remembering pictures were 
there and looking for them. One participant (participant 
5) performed better on the scanning wall than on the 
modified Albert’s test on the initial assessment. During 
observation, they strategically scanned the wall from 
right to left and were able to track whilst using the wall. 
Interestingly, the participant scored full points on both 
tests by day 14.

The individual scores at both time points, and 
change over time for both the modified Albert’s tests 

and scanning wall, are outlined in Table 3. Participants 
scored a mean of 72.0% (SD 39.2) of the total score for 
the modified Albert’s test on admission and 96.3% (SD 
11.9) on day 14. The scanning wall assessment identified 
a more severe deficit with a mean of 54.3% (SD 28.1) of 
the total score on admission and a mean of 85.0% (SD 
22.9) on discharge. Both improved by a similar number 
of percentage points – 24% for the modified Albert’s test 
and 23% with the scanning wall.

Nine participants crossed out all lines on the modified 
Albert’s test on day 14 and six achieved the maximum 
score with the scanning wall on day 14. All participants 

PARTICIPANT GENDER AGE (YEARS) TYPE OF STROKE LATERALITY OF STROKE ADMISSION NIHSS

1 Male 41 Haemorrhage Right 19

2 Female 63 Haemorrhage Right 5

3 Female 96 Infarct Right 8

4 Male 60 Infarct Right 16

5 Female 72 Infarct Right 8

6 Male 67 Infarct Right 8

7 Female 66 Infarct Right 10

8 Female 78 Infarct Right 6

9 Female 84 Infarct Right 4

10 Male 67 Haemorrhage Right 9

 Table 1 Summary of demographics of recruited participants. NIHSS = National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (minimum 0; maximum 42).

PARTICIPANT INITIAL OBSERVATIONS (BASELINE) FINAL OBSERVATIONS (DAY 14)

1 Firstly said they could see the tree then scanned from 
right to left- reported I am a draftsman, so I know to look 
systematically

Remembered after first session, need to look for pictures- 
repeated systematic approach so he didn’t miss any.

2 Unable to scan, named pictures on far right only- 
unaware more pictures

Remembered that they had missed some pictures, a 
rescanned wall.

3 Unable to scan, named pictures on far right only- 
unaware more pictures

Remained reduced awareness of deficit, but aware of 
more pictures on the right only.

4 Sporadically named pictures to midline only – favouring 
upper quadrant first

More sytematic in approach, once close to midline.

5 Named all pictures in a line down the wall from right to 
midline to the left, moving head and scanning from one 
picture to another- missed far left pictures.

Scanned from right to left moving head.

6 Unable to scan, named pictures on far right only- 
unaware more pictures

Able to scan to midline moving head.

7 Noticed other pictures close by and turned head to scan 
and find

Remembered that they had missed some pictures, a 
rescanned wall.

8 Tracked from right to midline only Freely named all pictures

9 Sporadic naming of pictures Systematic scanning- But started at the tree and named 
those to the right before returning to the midline and 
working from the tree to the left.

10 Noticed more pictures over time and started looking 
round.

Remained reduced awareness of deficit, but aware of 
more pictures on the right only.

Table 2 Qualitative observations from baseline and day 14 assessments.
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showed an improvement using the scanning wall. 
Participants were included with varying severity of visual 
inattention, which is demonstrated by a wide range 
of baseline scores (3–40 modified Albert’s test). All 
participants demonstrated improvements by day 14.

An exact sign test was used to determine the 
statistical significance between the modified Albert’s 
test scores at baseline and at day 14. There was no 
statistically significant median increase in the modified 
Albert’s test score (0.5) between baseline (39) and day 
14 (40), (p = 0.62). A paired-samples t-test was used to 
determine the statistical significance, the assumption 
of normality was not violated as assessed by Shapiro-
Wilks test (p = 0.509). The mean performance on the 
scanning wall was improved at day 14 to 25.50 (SD 6.88) 
compared to baseline from 16.30 (SD 8.43). There was a 
mean improvement of 9.20 (95% CI 4.77 to 13.63) in the 
14 days. This is a statistically significant improvement in 
the scanning wall score between baseline line and day 
14 (p = 0.01).

On the acceptability questionnaire, 10 participants 
reported finding the scanning wall beneficial, easy to 
understand and that the treatment sessions were the 
right length. This supports the use of the scanning wall 
as a treatment option for inpatient stroke survivors with 
visual inattention. Five therapists, either a physiotherapist 
or an occupational therapist. was involved in the 
treatment sessions including NS. The remaining four 
therapists all observed benefits of using the scanning 
wall as part of the treatment for visual inattention, 
finding that it was easy to use and could be incorporated 
into everyday practise with stroke survivors. All answers 
to the questionnaire were positive.

DISCUSSION

This proof-of-concept study explored the practical 
implications and possible benefits of using a scanning 
wall for acute stroke survivors in the hospital inpatient 
setting. The scanning wall was able to be used effectively 
as a treatment alongside standard therapy sessions, and 
potential benefits were seen.

During assessment, five participants demonstrated 
no visual inattention using the modified Albert’s test, 
but a deficit was identified for all participants when 
using the scanning wall. Correlating with other studies 
which found that pen and paper tests were not able to 
detect all visual inattention due to the deficit effecting 
the extra personal space and wider environment (Azouvi 
2017; Van der Stoep et al. 2013). This timely detection 
of visual inattention affecting the extra personal space 
during the acute stage post-stroke will in turn lead to 
earlier intervention, as per the National Stroke Guideline 
recommendations (Intercollegiate Stroke Working Party 
2016). Currently, there is a wide variety of screening 
assessment for visual inattention, but no gold standard 
for other assessments to be compared against (Moore 
et al. 2022; Hanna et al. 2017). The detection of visual 
inattention by the scanning wall may indicate that it 
could be a useful screening tool as part of a screening 
assessment for visual inattention.

After identification, the next step in rehabilitation of 
visual inattention is facilitating insight into the defect 
and enabling access to therapeutic strategies (Jehkonen 
et al. 2000; Longley et al. 2021). The scanning wall 
has demonstrated that it can support this process. For 
example, nine participants that initially lacked insight 

PATIENT 
NUMBER

INITIAL ASSESSMENT DAY 14 ASSESSMENT MODIFIED ALBERT’S TEST SCANNING WALL

MODIFIED 
ALBERT’S 
TEST

SCANNING 
WALL

MODIFIED
ALBERT’S 
TEST

SCANNING 
WALL

DIFFERENCE 
INITIAL TO 
DAY 14

% CHANGE 
INITIAL TO 
DAY 14

DIFFERENCE 
INITIAL TO 
DAY 14

% CHANGE 
INITIAL TO 
DAY 14

1 40 20 40 30 0 0% 10 34%

2 11 8 40 30 29 73% 22 73%

3 30 6 40 12 10 25% 6 20%

4 40 15 40 26 0 0% 11 37%

5 3 25 40 30 37 93% 5 17%

6 6 3 25 15 19 48% 12 40%

7 40 28 40 30 0 0% 2 7%

8 40 15 40 30 0 0% 15 50%

9 38 23 40 30 2 5% 7 23%

10 40 20 40 22 0 0% 2 7%

Table 3 Individual results for baseline and day 14 assessments (modified Albert’s test and scanning wall) with the difference and 
percentage change.

Modified Albert’s test (minimum score = 0, maximum score = 40). Scanning wall assessment (minimum score = 0, maximum score = 30).
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were able to appreciate their deficit when shown using 
the scanning wall.

Visual scanning training is the theory used to support 
the scanning wall as therapy for visual inattention. There 
are numerous visual scanning therapies in the published 
literature. A recent Cochrane review reported 17 studies 
that promote stroke survivors to purposefully explore 
their visual world (Longley et al. 2021). Another strategy 
used by participants was to start at the far right of the 
wall and strategically scan across. Five participants could 
not scan to midline at baseline. In this instance, the 
participants were moved to show the rest of the wall, 
then returned to the set standardised position. Three out 
of the five participants were (immediately from the first 
session) able to scan further, and by day 14, were able 
to scan past midline on assessment. Two participants 
were still only able to scan to midline by day 14, but 
were improving and therefore may have benefited from 
further sessions. This may indicate a possible therapeutic 
effect of the scanning wall.

Results from this proof-of-concept study demonstrated 
the scanning wall can feasibly be used effectively and safely 
as an assessment and treatment option within the acute 
stroke rehabilitation setting. It is an easily administered 
tool which was low cost to set up. All participants using the 
scanning wall as a treatment improved from baseline to 
day 14. The similar change in percentage points between 
the modified Albert’s test and the scanning wall suggests 
the scanning wall results are comparable to those of the 
standardised modified Albert’s test. Initial data show both 
participants and treating therapists thought the scanning 
wall was beneficial and easy to use.

There are some limitations to consider for this study. 
This study delivered the intervention to all participants 
without a control group to compare the findings against, 
so it is a possibility that any beneficial effects could have 
occurred due to standard practice or natural recovery. 
Full or partial recovery of visual inattention has been 
reported in 60% of stroke survivors, with the time taken to 
full recovery being a mean of 54 days (Rowe et al. 2020). 
All participants within this study were within 54 days 
post-stroke. The screening for visual inattention in this 
study used a single pen and paper task, rather than the 
multiple screening tests which are now recommended 
(Moore et al. 2022).

CONCLUSION

This proof-of-concept study has demonstrated that 
the scanning wall could be used to assess for visual 
inattention in extra personal space. Also, the scanning 
wall could be beneficial and is acceptable for the 
treatment of visual inattention within a hospital inpatient 
setting for acute stroke survivors. Further research is 
required to pilot and assess the feasibility of conducting 

a randomised controlled trial (RCT) of the scanning wall 
as a therapeutic option for visual inattention post-stroke. 
The recommendations of the Cochrane review related 
to non-pharmacological interventions for inattention 
following stroke should be followed (Longley et al. 2021). 
This research should incorporate a wider selection of 
screening tests to assess the validity of the scanning wall 
as a screening test.
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